
— lightning flash — — lightning flash —
Transitions us to travis as he runs...

Wide track travis...
Track into grass...

...Transition to rock... slide off to find 
becky trying to move but she can’t...
Slow rack off rain slick surface...



Low angle: slow boom up to rocky as if it is 
watching — rain running down its face...

High angle: slow boom down to becky w/ 
rotation as she struggles...

Becky roles over onto her back... Becky takes out phone...

Ringing...

Becky on phone: “hello?” Becky sits up... push in...
Becky: “listen to me. Don’t let cal hurt 
travis. He’s gonna ruin everything...”

“...just don’t leave him. Stick together. Or 
we’ll keep making the same mistake again. 
Forever—“

— a hand reaches out of the grass, grabs her 
—



Becky panics and screams — Reverse on travis

Becky reacts... can’t believe her eyes. Wide: they embrace.

— lightning flash — — transitions to Ross.

Right eye bloodied He slides out of frame...



Track Ross searching thru grass Track Ross as he howls and runs...

High angle coming over rock...

Travis: “can you stand?”

Travis helps becky up...

They hear ross’ howls

They move but mud sucks at their feet... Travis struggles to help becky...

— rumble — Overhead angle: boom up as sinkhole starts 
to form...



The ground drops—

Becky tumbles down—

Profile: becky slides down...

Travis reacts Becky lands at the bottom of the hole...

Travis tries to reach her... Becky tries to climbs out...

Becky turns over a body! — lightning flash —
Reveal more remains!



High wide: becky surrounded by remains Push in on travis’ reaction

Reverse angle:  becky looks to see...

Tighter angle: people entwined in roots
The rock is organic.  Skulls and bones 
tangled within a complex root system. 
Layered strata of remains. The fulcrum of 
the field.

Closer: body surrounded by pulsing flesh 
organ... a living thing... flesh and grass...

The root system feeds the rock



Becky reacts with horror Travis scrambles thru the web of bones and 
roots to reach becky...

Angel from top of sinkhole as they climb 
back up the slope...

Low angle: they climb out, but...

The ground gives way—
They slide back down...

Becky slides away from camera...

They fall back into the charnel... Travis helps becky out...



They climb back up... travis heaves becky out of the sinkhole...

Angle thru grass as they recover... A shape steps into fg...

Travis and becky look up Pov of grass

Freddy steps out



Following freddy Leading becky and travis trying to keep up

Pov: they lose sight of freddy... Travis reaches out...

His hand reaches out to pull grass aside...

(Transition from studio to location)

To reveal freddy by the road!

Travis helps becky out of grass:
“Come on!”

Profile: they run up the embankment...



Crane up from grass as they escape toward 
the church...

Becky looks back—

Becky pov: grass waves enraged! Track thru cars...

...see the minivan... ...and finally the madza.

View inside car: becky looks in Outside car: becky turns to travis—
“I lost my keys.”



Over beck to travis:
“It’s all right.”

— zoom!
Travis’s truck drives by—

Away from the church...



Swish swish of the wipers Becky looks out the window
Travis: “there’s nothing you could have 
done.”

Cu becky Becky looks down at—

Freddy between them Travis glances at becky traumatized and 
exhausted...
Travis: “you have Ginny.”

Becky hand on her belly
Travis: “she’s going to be okay. And that’s 
all that matters now.”

Travis puts his hand on hers—



Push in to tummy...
(Fade out)

‘We have her.”



(Sc. 74)
Blackness

Boom up over side of bed to find becky 
sleeping...

Her eyes open Wide: Becky’s room. No more childhood 
trinkets. An empty baby bassinet.

She gets up and checks the window (Sc. 75)
Lawn

Becky’s bare feet step in...
Her toes feel the lawn...

Track with her feet...



Reveal travis and Ginny—
Travis: “morning, sleepy head.”
Becky: “what time is it?”

Reverse:
“Ten.”

Becky sits with them—
Travis: “don’t feel bad. You’ve earned it.”

She puts her head on his shoulder:
“You having one of those mornings?”
She nods.
“At some point, it’s going to stop.”

Angle on baby Ginny Becky eyes her daughter:
“I don’t know if i want it to.”
Travis: “you’re right. It’s a choice...
Becky: “i want to...cal was on that trip 
because of me...”

Travis: “he was your older brother. He was 
supposed to look out for you. Not the other 
way around.”
Becky: “doesn’t matter.”

Becky straightens:
“To leave... i had to give him up. That was the 
deal. I left a part of myself there. I traded 
him. Him for...



Wide: the baby is gone!
Becky: “where’s Ginny?”
Travis: “what do you mean?”

Becky looks for Ginny—
“I was... she was just...”

“Travis?” Wide (toward house): now travis is gone.

On Becky’s back She turns... reacts—

Reverse: reveal the field. Becky stands. Boom up to reveal the neighbourhood has 
been replaced by the field...



Push in on becky Push into grass—
Sound of grunting... panting...

Becky is compelled to come closer Follow her

Lead her Her pov closing in on grass

Slow push in as she opens the gate and gets 
closer to the wall of grass...

...a beat...



Ross’s hands shoot out and grab her— She is pulled into grass—

Ross and becky in the field—
He makes her watch...

Herself giving birth

Over Becky’s pregnant belly to ross and her Pregnant becky in agony

Blood pools in the mud Becky’s eyes watching herself...



Pregnant becky snaps her head back in a 
final cry of pain—

Black



(Sequence shot w/ lens baby)
Cu Becky’s eyes closed...

Eyes open.

Becky pov: storm clouds clearing way... Cu rain-soaked grass dripping water

Drops land in a puddle...drip, drip, drip...
(Sound continues throughout scene)

Her eyes then go to...

Her pov: The rock She feels her flat tummy...



...a shadow falls on her. Her pov: a blurry figure

She tries to focus Figure resolves into cal:
“Becky?”

Becky: “...the baby.” Cal twists wet rag...
“Not too fast. I don’t want you to get sick.”

Profile: Becky drinks in the water Cu becky:
“Baby...”



Cal holds up the baby:
“Isn’t she great? I’ve got her. Out of the 
oven. Bakes just right.”

Cu cal: 
“Aren’t you the mother Mary? Wonder when 
the wisemen will show? Wonder what gifts 
they have for us?”

She smiles She shuts her eyes...
(Fade out)

Blackness
(Fade up to...)

“There once was a farmer from Leeds...”

*post-prod slow zoom in on grass...
Dissolve to (match eyelashes)...

(Intercut w/ scene, reverse motion, 
unnatural movements, rhythmically...)

...Graphic match to ECU of Becky’s eye—
(Her lashes look like grass)...

Eye opens - bloodshot and gooey - lashes 
sticking together...
Cal v.o.: who swallowed bag full a 
seeds...”



Sensual angle on becky’S mouth...
Breathing in and out... in and out...
Cal: “big bunches of grass sprouted out his 
ass...”

—Joint in meat snapped—

Drops of blood in a puddle...
“And his balls grew shaggy with weeds.”

Micro-clouds of blood in water

Becky biting off meat—
“That’s a good girl. You it all up. yum.”

Sinew tearing...

...chewing... ...swallowing...



...more eating... Cal holds up a piece of meat:
“Want some more, huh? All right, here’s 
another piece...”

Cu on becky starting to become more 
aware...

Cu wipes goo from her eye

Wider on becky becoming more cognizant:
“Cal, what is that?... what am i eating?”

Cal’s back to her:
“Grass. Becky honey...just grass and seeds 
and so on. Cows do it all the time.”

Profile: becky looks down and sees...
“It tastes like...”

Her pov: a bloody shirt



Cal turns:
“Like what?”

ECU becky:
“Like...”

She looks up to cal... Her pov: cal out of focus...

Snapping into focus is ross leaning in:
“...like you.”



Lead travis handheld ...he trips...

...gets up... ...clawing...

...breaking into the clearing...pauses...

Travis: “becky...”

Travis runs into the clearing...

Boom up as travis drops down to Becky’s 
body

Travis realizing becky is dead:
“Please, please...”



Reverse: the rock watching travis’ misery Profile on travis...

Tobin: “my daddy killed her, didn’t he?”

Travis looks up to tobin— Over travis to tobin:
“And he killed the baby?”

Over Tobin on travis who nods and rises “I found cal. He killed him too. This isn’t 
ever going to stop. He’s gonna kill all of 
us and he’s gonna keep doing it forever.”

Travis comes up to tobin:
“I won’t let him hurt you.”
“But he’s watching us right now.”

Boom up w/ travis as he turns to the field



Reverse wide—
Travis: “you out there, ross?”

Rotate 180 as travis turns looking for ross

Travis: “why hide? You want to finish us off, 
just do it...”

...keep turning...

“See? I’m here. I’m waiting.”

Ross comes out of nowhere—
Crack!
Hits travis with femur—

Travis struggles to rise...
Ross: “no, i don’t see...”
Ross drops bone

Low angle on ross:
“You honey took my eye. But you know what? 
Eyes are deceiving ‘round here. I’m better 
without it...”

Ross comes up behind travis... ...steps down on him...



Ross shoves travis’ face into mud—
“Too bad. I liked you, kid. Saw a seed of 
myself in there.”

Travis drowning in mud

...Travis slips free...spins... ...and kicks ross in the face...

...sending ross tumbling backward... Travis jumps up

Ross on the ground reaches... Brings up sharp end of the femur as travis 
lands on him—



On travis as he’s stabbed... Ross lifts travis to a standing position...

Ross speaks close into his ear:
“All i wanted was to help you find 
redemption. God knows, you’re the one who 
needed it the most.”

Ross pulls out the bone—

Travis drops. Ross lets go of femur:
“Maybe next time.”

Ross comes up to tobin:
“Ready for yours?”

Over ross to tobin... Tobin runs and ross takes chase...



Ross snatches tobin up...
Track right as he moves to the rock...

Ross: “gorgeous, isn’t it? Like a pearl. Know 
where pearls come from, Toby?...makes you 
wanna touch it, don’t it?”

Ross takes tobin’s tiny hand:
“It wants you to. It’s what this field needs. 
More than rain. It’s so easy, Toby...”

Profile: ross holds out tobin’s hand to 
touch the rock—
“Redemption is so very, very easy.”

Someone steps up to ross... Ross turns...

—just as becky takes out his good eye Ross drops tobin who runs away...



Becky collapses... Ross lashes out blindly....

Travis comes up behind him... Grabs ross...

Tilt down as—
Travis smashes Ross’s face into the rock

...again and again...

Ross’s blood sprays on the rock... Dripping into the grooves of the dancing 
figures...



The grass waves excitedly Ross manages to grab travis—

They stumble in an awkward embrace— High angle over rock—
They land in the mud

Ross on top Travis clocks ross—

Travis throws ross off him— Ross lands in the grass—



Profile: grass wraps around his throat— Reveal travis—
Strangling ross with grass:
Travis: “I’m not coming back here.”

High angle: grass ecstatic Travis pov: strangling ross

Cu travis:
“And neither are you!”

360 pan...
Around the circle...

...Past tobin... ...the rock...



...becky... ...full circle to travis and ross...

Ross dead... Travis releases him—

Ross lands in the mud High angle: travis rises

Travis walks toward tobin... ...walks past tobin...



Handheld: travis crosses to... ...becky.

She’s dead.

Over dead becky to travis...
Travis: becky...”

He holds her close

ECU travis’ pain ...then a realization.

Travis gently sets her down... Tobin watching



Travis rises...faces rock... ...limps toward the rock...

Tobin realizes what he’s about to do and 
goes to intervene...

Tobin tries to stop travis:
“Travis, don’t—“

Push in to rock Travis lays hand on rock...

Extreme low angle: travis + rock Travis as he feels the effect...



Travis’s hand on rock... 

(Rock pulses?)

High angle...

...higher... ...we see secret pathways...

...even higher... Graphic match to Travis’s eye

On Travis’s back... He drops his hand



Tobin is frightened On travis...

...he turns to tobin... “Travis?...”

Travis steps up to tobin:
“i know what redemption is.”

Profile tobin, afraid

Profile travis:
“There’s nothing easy about it.”

Travis suddenly scoops up tobin—



Tobin pov: receding grass Cu tobin carried by travis...

Tobin looks up... Tobin pov of travis:
“It won’t let me leave.”

Tobin pov of Travis’s feet speeding along the 
mysterious path...

T:”But you... you don’t belong here”

Tracking with them:
“... And neither does becky.”

Travis breaks through into a clearing

Tobin looks down...



Tobin reacts... looks down at his feet— Tobin’s feet are on solid ground.

Tobin spins back to travis—
“Don’t let them in, tobin.”

Over tobin—
The field has been replaced by a wall

Wide shot: tobin is inside a room!

Travis drops tobin—Travis stops, gives tobin the pendant:
“Don’t let them in.”
Travis struggles with murderous desires



Ext door ...opens a crack to reveal tobin’s eye.

Wide: door opens further. Tobin begins to step outside.

Tobin continues to come forward cautiously. Tobin’s pov of church

Tobin steps into his own pov Track tobin walking past pews.



Following tobin from behind He opens main door...

Continue past tobin to reveal the road and 
field — it’s day!...

Continue traveling right to reveal the Mazda

Tobin blinks in the sunlight...
Becky o.s.: “hello? Is someone out there?”

Steps in cu, reacts to his own voice o.s.:
“Help me!”

Over tobin to car and field:
“Help me!”
Becky: “sounds like he’s really in trouble.”

Push into tobin as he starts to realize 
what’s going on...
Cal o.s.: “ooookay. Better haul him out.”



Tobin reacts:
“Don’t go in there!”

(Sc. 83) *all handheld from this point—
Tobin rushes to the car:
“Stay away from it!”

Over becky to tobin—
“Stay away!”

Cal looks from field to tobin:
“Wasn’t... didn’t we hear him in—?”

Cu becky reacting as voice heard from grass

Becky turns to voice:
“Help me! I’ve been stuck in here for DAYS!”

Slow push in to becky and cal...



Tobin gets in front of them:
“Don’t pay attention to him!”

Reverse as they react to his terrible state—
Becky: “oh, my god. Are you okay?”
Tobin: “get back in your car. Please, you have 
to go!”
Cal: “where are your parents?”

Tobin: “it’s doesn’t matter. We just have to 
leave!”

Becky stands and confers with cal:
“What do we do?”
Tobin o.s.: “heeeeeeeelp!”
Cal: “sure sounds like he’s in trouble.”

Cal exits— Cal heads for the field...
Tobin: “don’t let him go in!”

Tobin turns to becky:
“If he goes in, you’ll go in, and you’ll never 
get out.”

Becky is confused and notices something in 
Tobin’s hand:
“Where did you get this?”



Cu tobin:
“Travis.”

Becky looks at pendant... becomes 
disturbed...

Grass waves Profile: Cal considers...
Tobin o.s.: “are you out there?”

Behind cal—
Tobin o.s.: “please. You gotta help.”

View of cal from within the grass...
He starts forward...

Cal crosses threshold Becky: “Cal, wait!”



Foot steps beyond the border Becky: “get back here, now!”
Cal stops, one foot in the field...

Becky shows him the pendant:
“Look at this!”

Tobin terrified

Cal is puzzled His foot steps back—

Cal comes back—
Becky: “he says travis gave it to him.”
Cal: “what—-?”
Tobin: ‘I’ll explain later, i promise. But we 
have to go right now.”

“Please!”



Cal settles next to becky, Push in past him 
to...

Cu becky looking at field...

Slow zoom in to grass Becky leans against the car—
Cal: “are you all right?”

Becky is woozy—
“We have to go.”
Cal: “but that kid—“

Becky spins to cal:
“Something’s not right. We need to leave 
now.”

Cal reads her fear Cal turns to tobin:
“Get in. 
to becky:
“We’ll find a hospital for him. 
And then we’ll send for help



Hold on becky before she gets into the car Her pov of the field

(Sc. 84) rise over hood of the car as 
everyone gets inside.
Cal: “we can drop him off in the nearest 
town on the way.”

Field is reflected in the window

Pan right + slide left: 
car pulls away

Angle on tobin looking back at field

Tobin pov of field Tobin watching...



He turns as he senses... POV: Becky watching him

Becky turns back thinking... —“stop!”

Cal hits the breaks— Cal: “what is it now?”
Becky: “let’s take him to Topkeka.”
Cal: “but that’s the way we came.”
Becky: “i know.”
Cal: “i thought we decided to keep going.”

Becky caresses her belly Cu Becky: “we should never have left.”



Tobin looks back and forth Cal: “are you sure? What about that family?”

Becky turns to cal:
“I’ve got my own family now.”

Becky looks back to field

Her pov of field Pov thru grass looking back at her

Cal turns away from her.

On cal as he registers what this means for 
him.



The car leaves frame
Pov thru grass: the car makes a u-turn

Crane down as Mazda makes a u-turn And 
heads back home...

...adjust to the field.

Boom down into the grass... (Sc. 85)
...to find travis

ECU Travis’s eyes looking back to her Close on becky feeling his gaze



A moment of peace before travis dies And as he dies, we rise. But we do not pull 
focus...

Instead, we gently let him fall away out of 
focus...

Further and further

Until there is only a trace of him...
....

Adjust as Travis drops to the ground Travis’s pov of the sky framed by grass.



Then gently rack back into focus to find he 
is gone.

And we end as we began, staring down at the 
field as it waves to us.  And waits for the 
next arrival.


